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In 1960:
U.S. President John F. Kennedy made history by
becoming the first Roman Catholic elected to the U.S. presidency.
France joined the atomic bomb club,
exploding that nation’s first device in the Sahara Desert.
The Soviet Union shot down an American U-2 spy plane igniting a
tense period during the Cold War.
The first plain paper copy machine was delivered by the
Haloid Xerox Corporation to businesses willing to spend
the $29,500 for each of the 650-pound machines.
A pickup truck full of hay outside of
the original Anderson Hay business
office.

Chrysler halted production of the DeSoto, introduced in 1927 but in
recent years used mostly for taxicabs.
Echo 1 was launched into orbit August 12 to
becoming the world’s first communications satellite.
Engineers at Bell Telephone Laboratories invent the “modem,”
a device that enables computers to communicate with each other
over telephone lines using the binary code patented by the
late Jean-Emile Baudot in 1874.
Americans were reading Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird;
they were watching talk show host Jack Paar on NBC’s
“Tonight Show;” and dancing “The Twist” while listening
to Chubby Checker on records and radio.

Clarence and Ron Anderson incorporated
their hay buying business in Ellensburg, Washington.
Anderson Hay & Grain Co., Inc. would go on to have global impact
for the company, their employees and the hay growers
in the Pacific Northwest.
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Company Values
RELATIONSHIPS
The foundation of our success lies in our longstanding
relationships with our customers, growers, suppliers, and employees
in the Anderson Hay family style.
OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE
Our customers depend upon our ability to deliver the
right quality at the right time at the right price. In every operational
area from harvesting to final end user delivery, we strive for excellence.
REPUTATION
Our reputation is the reflection of who we are.
Every day our customers see our reputation through the behaviors and
decisions we make, the partners we choose, and the
condition of our facilities and equipment.

Brand Promise
With over a half century of experience in agriculture excellence,
and now the oldest international supplier of hay worldwide, Anderson
Hay & Grain Co., Inc. makes these promises:
•

William “Bill” Wilson maintaining
strong relationships with valued
growers.

To provide a consistent supply of products all year round.
• To always be easy to do business with.
• To continue our pioneering expertise.

“The goal of the company is to improve our industry and enrich
the agricultural communities we live and work in.”
—Mark T. Anderson
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Introduction
In recent years, many Americans have been bombarded with news
and internet articles decrying the demise of American industry, the decline
of the so-called “rust-belt” manufacturing community and the alleged
inability of American business to compete on the world stage.
Few Americans get to see how flourishing and alive
American business really is. Anderson Hay & Grain
Co., Inc., of Ellensburg, Washington is a shining
example. Ron Anderson and his father Clarence
incorporated their hay and grain business in 1960.
Their main product – Kittitas Valley timothy hay, a
special favorite of race horses – is favored by
geography and climate as among the best quality hay
in the world.
Over the years, through hard work, “out-of-the-box”
thinking, persistence and imagination, Anderson Hay
has become a global force, exporting the majority of
the hay it purchases or grows to world markets, across
the Pacific Rim and into the Middle East. It may be hard
to imagine race horses in Singapore or camels in Saudi
Arabia happily munching on Washington State hay or
Oregon State straw supplied by Anderson Hay, but it is a fact.
Today the company is led by third-generation member Mark
Anderson, who continues the vision, growth and calculated risk taking
established by his father. The Anderson name is known as well in Seattle
as it is in Seoul for excellence, consistency and reliability. It has been that
way for fifty years, and in this book, we will tell their story.
The Anderson family has worked with and through a legion of loyal
employees who have become part of the vision and work daily to bring
it about. Together, they have made a significant difference in the economy
of the Kittitas Valley, Columbia River Basin, and Willamette Valley and in
the lives of the growers who live throughout the region. To all of them, we
dedicate this book.
The Anderson Hay history was researched on-site in Ellensburg,
Washington, using the company’s archives as well as a wealth of photos
meticulously kept and catalogued over the years.
Much of this story was gleaned from hours of personal interviews
conducted with key individuals – members and employees – who shared
their experiences and recollections.
Quotes from these individuals represent a sampling of the 250+
employees who work for Anderson Hay. Given the culture of the company,
each and every employee is qualified to tell the story but a cross reference
was necessary per the length of this book.
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Special thanks go to Anderson Hay Executive Assistant Amy
Shiner, who collected archives, memorabilia and photos,
arranged for interviews and efficiently organized the author’s
time while on site.
Thanks also to Elizabeth Bobbitt for her attractive layout and
design of this book.
Because a good portion of this history is taken from personal
recollections often fogged in the mist of time, independent
confirmation of the facts is difficult or at times impossible.
Therefore, this narrative does not necessarily qualify as a
scholarly work of journalism. However, everything presented here
is done with the belief that we have achieved the greatest
accuracy possible.
– ROBERT R. MORRIS
February 2010
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Ron Anderson and his father
Clarence founded Anderson Hay
and Grain in 1960. However the
two had been working together
buying and selling hay since
Ron was in high school.
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Roots
The success enjoyed
by Anderson Hay & Grain Co., Inc.,
of Ellensburg, Washington is legendary and admirable.
The secret for the firm’s enduring high-level performance can
be found in management’s strong support for creating a family
atmosphere, imbuing everything they do with a high degree
of customer service, and doing all things with integrity.
Such values have roots that go back several generations...

IMAGINE FOR A MOMENT AN AMERICAN COMPANY WHICH TREATS ITS CUSTOMERS
as if they were a magnificent treasure. Imagine a company that produces an outstanding product and to meet demand for it, exports it to the far corners of the
globe. Imagine a company that values and treats its employees as if they were family
members, with respect, dignity and fondness.
Would that be a fantasy in today’s boilerplate commercial environment?
Perhaps.
But the reality is that there is such a company – family-owned, dynamicallyled, and client-oriented. The company is located in the Kittitas Valley of
Washington State and it is called Anderson Hay & Grain.
Jeff Ravet, Anderson Hay’s Director of Sales and Operations and a 23-year
veteran of the company, is clear and quite specific when he talks about the firm’s
success. “We have 250 employees driving the business as if it were their own,” says
Ravet, who is quick to credit company owner Mark Anderson with setting the tone
for the company’s formidable success.
“Mark is a hard-driving risk taker, yet he has made each and every employee
feel like this is their own company.”
Those sentiments are echoed by Rod Van Orman, a member of the team since
1988 and currently Sales Manager and Director of Market Development.
“Being out in front of our customers, understanding the markets, developing
the supply, and working very hard to present our brand image and live the values
of the company, these are the things that are important,” says Van Orman.

“One of the most
important ways to manifest
integrity is to be loyal to
those who are not present.
In doing so, we build
the trust of those
who are present.”
– Stephen Covey
7 Habits of
Highly Effective People

“Customers are always right
and they have always been
treated that way.”
– Mike Anthony
Hay Buyer
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Shown here and facing page: Soon after Washington State was
settled, farmers discovered that Kittitas Valley timothy was a
perfect crop for the region.

Jeff Ravet
Director of Sales and
Operations

The winning formula readily influences the company’s legendary winning
relationship with customers and suppliers.
Yet, neither man is overly boastful about the secrets of success at Anderson.
They do give credit to former President Ron Anderson and current President (and
Ron’s son) Mark Anderson. They are the ones who have systematically created the
corporate culture which encourages employees to stay and be a part of a cutting
edge team.
“The key to that success is the family atmosphere,” says Hay Buyer Mike
Anthony, who like Van Orman also joined the company in 1988. “Ours is a family
business, and we have built long-standing relationships with the growers.” Anthony
says that because Ron and Mark Anderson have been so up front in dealing with
growers it is not unusual for Mark to be dealing with the sons and grandsons of
growers originally served by Ron Anderson decades ago.
“They keep my word true out in the countryside, and that is something both
Ron and Mark have always strived for. Neither wants a grower out there saying,
‘Well you said this and you said that, but didn’t do it.’”
“We have gone through some pretty trying times,” Anthony explains. “When
markets get as expensive as they are now, a lot of our hay is pre-bought. It is
purchased with the idea that it will sell at a certain price to the customer. If prices
fluctuate, Mark still honors that contract once he’s written it. That means a lot to
the grower.”
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Those values have been reliable guideposts during recent events as well. Even
the tremendous growth on the international scene that has taken place at Anderson
Hay since Mark Anderson has been in the driver’s seat has been an experience all
the employees have been enthusiastic about. The leadership qualities often
described as “secret sauce” provide uniqueness to the company that is reinforced
every day from top to bottom.
So, Anderson Hay’s story begins with – the family’s roots.

Building Upon Traditions
Modern American business is littered with stories of shoddy – or nonexistent
– customer service. Everyone today has their favorite stories of getting caught in a
frustrating endless loop of automated phone directories while trying to solve a
problem with a company they have done business with. Rude, disinterested
employees are commonplace. Poor quality control is in far too many cases the norm
rather than the unpleasant exception.
Yet things are so very different at Anderson Hay of Ellensburg, Washington.
They produce or purchase an agricultural commodity. Nothing glamorous here.

Rodney Van Orman
Sales Manager/Market
Development
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But what they do and how they do it is a story that needs telling and retelling
across the land. Anderson Hay has taken customer service to high levels, has
brought the employees to those levels, and in doing so has built a reputation for
excellence that spans the planet. Not bad for a collection of hay buyers and sellers.
Not bad at all.

Norway?

Clarence Anderson was an early area
entrepreneur with a love of horses and a
talent in buying and selling Kittitas
Valley hay.

Anderson Hay & Grain Co., Inc. was originally
started in 1960 when Ron Anderson and his father
Clarence formally incorporated the hay buying and
selling business. But the roots of their success go back
farther than the start of the 1960s.
“We had really been in the business for ten years
before, but Anderson Hay & Grain Co., Inc., as we
know it today, was actually officially incorporated in
1960,” says Ron Anderson. Ron claims he is retired, but
seems to spend most summer days at the company he
helped to found, even though his son Mark is the owner
of record. Ron also maintains the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors.
The roots of the company go back quite a ways, starting with the family
patriarch in Norway, Anon Anderson, who joined the waves of immigrants coming
to the United States in the 1800s. Anon was a headstrong teenager who made the
voyage alone, it seems.
“My grandfather was about 16 or 17 years old when he arrived,” Ron Anderson
says. “He always had a liking for horses, and so he found a job working with people
that owned horses. At one time he was the relief man driving a stagecoach.”
Ron’s grandfather travelled around, taking several jobs. Eventually, the young
Anon Anderson had earned enough money to buy his own place. He settled near
Ridgeway, Iowa, in the far northeast corner of the state near the Minnesota border.1
There he started his own farm and kept horses on property that eventually grew to
a 1,200-acre expanse.

A Thriving Family
1. Ridgeway, Iowa is no sprawling urban
metropolis. As of the 2000 census, the
Winneshiek County, Iowa town had a population of 293 people. The county is primarily
composed of farming people who came to the
region in the 1800s, from the Czech and
Slovak parts of what was then the AustroHungarian empire, as well as from England,
Ireland, Germany, Switzerland and last but
not least, Norway.

Anon Anderson soon married and the couple had several children who were
born and raised on the Iowa farm. Anon’s wife died at a young age, however. The
widower with children needed another wife, and he soon married again. They, too,
had children of their own, but tragedy again struck the Anderson family and,
Anon’s second wife also died.
While on a trip to Minneapolis, Anon met another young lady, they were
married and he brought her back to the Ridgeway, Iowa, farm, where they had
their own set of offspring to complement the growing brood.
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Clarence Anderson in one of his favorite settings just outside the farm home
he and his wife Hazel shared outside of Ellensburg.

Above and left: Early on, Clarence
turned over day-to-day operations to
his son Ron. Clarence preferred seeing
clients and making sales while Ron
built a vision for what the operation
could become. Together, the two
incorporated Anderson Hay and
Grain in 1960.

All in all, Anon Anderson was a one-man population boom and through his
three marriages, 17 Anderson children were brought into the world. The youngest
of them all was named Clarence, who was born on the farm near Ridgeway in
1898. Anon was in his early 70s when Clarence was born.
When Clarence Anderson was three years old, Anon Anderson passed away.
With the help of Anon’s older children, Clarence’s mother stayed on the farm, but
after several years she decided to move to Washington where her brothers had gone.
In 1908, when Clarence was 10 years old, his mother gathered the children
still living at home and took the train out to Washington State. Her brothers had
gone into retail merchandising. The Johnson brothers had mercantile stores in
Easton and Ellensburg along the railroad line.
Remarried, Clarence’s mother settled in Ellensburg, and the new blended
family quietly raised their children until Clarence was a young man.
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Clarence Anderson

Clarence with his wife Hazel, in 1961.

Clarence Anderson’s “Sunnybrook”
Farms predated his major move into
buying and selling hay. This particular
truck was Ron Anderson’s second truck
he purchased for hauling hay.

2. According to Ron Anderson, his father
named the farm “Sunnybrook” because there
was a little brook running through the
property.
3. The original name for the local teacher’s
college was the Washington State Normal
School at Ellensburg when it was founded in
1891. The school’s name was changed several
times: to Central Washington College of
Education in 1937, to Central Washington
State College in 1961 and most recently to
Central Washington University in 1977.

Clarence Anderson, together with his brothers, for the most part
stayed in the Ellensburg area. While the others homesteaded and
started farming, Clarence found he had inherited his father Anon’s
love for horses.
“My Dad owned teams of horses – he had six or eight teams,”
Ron Anderson says of his father’s work in the 1920s. “He would lease
the teams to logging or construction companies. In those days, they
were building roads and logging with horses.” Clarence Anderson
found he could make a bit of a living leasing horses and eventually
moved into buying and selling them.
With the income he made from leasing and trading in horses,
Clarence started a dairy and horse farm just south of the train depot in Ellensburg.
He dubbed his farm “Sunnybrook,” a name friends and neighbors frequently used
for Clarence because of his outgoing personality and the clear enjoyment he derived
from dealing with people.2
In the late 1920s, Clarence would bring some of his horses to the Ellensburg
Normal School3 where he served as a part-time riding instructor. There, he met
Hazel Thurlow who was the secretary to the college president. They were married
in 1930. Their first born son was Ronald Anderson.
It was during the tough depression years of the 1930s and the war years of the
1940s, that Clarence Anderson developed the skills and talents that would be
critical to the formation of Anderson Hay.

Horses and Hay
Clarence Anderson loved horses. But just as much he loved making deals,
buying and selling, uniting those who wanted to sell horses or hay or cattle with
those who wanted to buy the same. Over the years, the elder Anderson used the
resources of his Sunnybrook Farm to move into a new level of accomplishment.
“At that time, my father had some land nearby, and he was adding more cows
to the herd as well as his work with the horses and the teams,” Ron Anderson
explains. “In addition to that, he owned 120 acres right across the road, and he
also leased other farms.” Clarence developed a flourishing business raising hay.
Clarence would then sell hay to dealers.
“There were three or four hay dealers in those days, and so as that all grew, he
bought another farm, leased others, and the entire operation grew,” Ron continues.
The elder Anderson still had the dairy operation going through, and then after,
the Second World War.
With the population growing, especially in the Seattle area following Boeing’s
growth, Clarence noticed that a growing number of people were purchasing
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pleasure horses. Clarence soon was selling horses as well as hay to feed them.
“After the war was over, in about ’45 or ’46, my father bought a small truck
and hired a fellow to drive it,” Ron Anderson recalls. “He would haul hay over the
mountains to sell to the people that he had met through the horse trading industry.
He built quite a reputation for his horses and the quality of his horses, and he loved
to deal, buy and sell.”

Enter Son Ron
When Ron was a teenager in the late 1940s, he readily joined in the business.
“I had a driver’s license when I was 14,” Ron says. “In those days, if you lived
on a farm, you could get a farm permit to travel to the different farms to work.”
“When I was 16, I decided I wanted to have my own truck.” Ron purchased
a small used truck, rebuilt the bed as an after-school project in conjunction with
the FFA club and, when he was done, started hauling hay to Seattle on weekends.
Still in high school, Ron would drive truckloads of hay on the weekends, and then
turned to building his clientele during the summers.
In late June of 1950, the Korean War began. Ron Anderson decided to join
the U.S. Air Force prior to receiving a draft notice. Although Ron spent the better
part of four years in the Air Force, he neither learned to fly nor was he sent to
Korea, spending most of his time assigned to bases in Texas, Colorado and Nevada.

C. E. Anderson and Sons
When Ron returned to Ellensburg in 1953 following his discharge from the
Air Force, he decided that he did not want to return to the hay delivery business.
Talking things over with his father, Ron indicated that like Clarence, he really
enjoyed the buying and selling part of the enterprise.
The hay buying caught on and Clarence
and Ron put up two storage barns next
to their office building outside of
Ellensburg.
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Clarence spent much of his time crisscrossing the country seeking clients and
selling high quality hay.

At the time, through Clarence’s contacts, the Andersons began selling timothy
and other forage products, including alfalfa, in Washington and Canada. The two
had stumbled upon another ingredient in what would become their successful
global span in later years.
In 1956, Clarence decided to set up a business with sons Ron and Jerry
forming C. E. Anderson and Sons Hay Company.
“We operated the business out of our farm,” Ron says. “In the basement, we
built an office, and my mother handled the books. We would travel here and there
to call on people.”
The Andersons sold timothy hay to the Canadian race tracks, and then
expanded their business to include dairies as a market for alfalfa. It was a good time
to be in the business. The Washington and Oregon interiors began to develop
quickly following the completion of the Grand Coulee and other dams on the
Columbia River.4
“The dam gave us an irrigation system to all the land here, which we called a
desert,” Ron says. Business increased to the point that the Andersons opened a
formal office in Ellensburg, then another in Othello, Washington.
Clarence Anderson took a trip to visit relatives in southern California, and
while driving near the Santa Anita Park5 race track, he saw a hay-for-sale sign. He
met the dealer and found he was getting his hay from Ellensburg. With little effort,
Andersons were soon supplying timothy hay to feed the race horses at the famed
Santa Anita, Hollywood Park and Del Mar race tracks.
By the time the decade of the 1950s was drawing to a close, the Anderson
operation was providing timothy and alfalfa to customers throughout the Pacific
Northwest, in southern California, Arizona, as well as to many customers in British
Columbia and other parts of Canada.

4. The Grand Coulee Dam was the
centerpiece of the Columbia Basin Project, an
undertaking of the United States Department
of Interior to provide flood control, hydroelectric power and irrigation opportunities for
the Columbia River Basin. The dam was built
on the river about 90 miles west of Spokane
and eventually became one of the largest dams
in the United States. Started in 1933, World
War II intervened and the project was not
completed until 1951. Once finished, the dam
opened the doors for economic development of
the Pacific Northwest.
5. The Santa Anita Park race track is
located in Arcadia, California, a few miles
east of Pasadena.
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With the business flourishing, Clarence and Ron Anderson decided that they
would all be better served if they were to formally incorporate their company. Up
until that time, the operation was more or less a “shoestring” enterprise. They had
really succeeded beyond their original vision.

Anderson Hay & Grain
At this time, Ron’s brother Jerry expressed an interest in moving into a
different career path. So in 1960, Clarence and Ron Anderson formed Anderson
Hay & Grain Co., Inc. under the laws of the state of Washington.
The scope of their hay shipments began to attract a significant word-of-mouth
popularity. By the late 1950s, they were bidding on contracts to send hay to the
southeast U.S. during drought years. Not long after Anderson began serving the
Phoenix, Arizona market, Ron received a call from Omaha, Nebraska in late 1960.
A potential customer there had heard about the quality of Anderson Hay timothy
and asked if they would be willing to ship three boxcars of hay to him in Omaha.
Clarence and Ron were a bit reluctant at first, since their orders had primarily
been much smaller and typically delivered by truck. Moving into eastern rail
shipments required a huge leap of faith for the tiny company. They took the chance;
the bill for the hay was paid. Before long, there were regular shipments of
Washington timothy to Omaha.
After a few years of serving the Nebraska market with regular shipments of
hay, their Omaha contact called from Chicago asking the Andersons to ship an
order of timothy to the Windy City. Moving into the Chicago market was a
quantum leap for the still small company, since there were several Northeastern
big-league players already serving the Midwestern metropolis.

Clarence and grandson Mark Anderson
on his lap. Mark would one day come
to own and run the company started by
his father and grandfather.

Above: The hay business prospered and
over time, Anderson was shipping
containers full of locally-grown product
across much of the nation.
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Ron, Robin and Mark hosting Japanese
customers at their family home.

But since their experience in Omaha had been good up to this point, they
decided to ship seven boxcars full of the finest Kittitas Valley timothy to Chicago.
The next thing Ron knew is that he received a call from the railroad which
had parked the seven boxcars near the Arlington Park Race Track in northwest
suburban Arlington Heights, Illinois. The Omaha man turned out to be something
of a deadbeat and had never showed up to claim the hay. The railroad told Ron
that his prized customer owed more than $100,000 to the railroad, and in effect,
they were holding the shipment hostage until they were paid.
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Never having been anywhere east before in his lifetime, Ron suddenly made
several trips to Chicago to iron out the messy affair. Eventually a reasonable
financial arrangement had been worked out, Anderson was paid, the railroad was
paid, and in the process, Ron met and befriended a new collection of colleagues in
Chicago, and later in New York. They would open the doors to further expansion
of the Ellensburg firm.

The Flying Anderson
Ron found that throughout much of the decade of the 1960s, he spent most
of his time travelling between customers, foraging for new clients, and dealing with
railroads and trucking firms to handle the logistics of shipping and trucking
timothy and alfalfa throughout North America.
By 1963, Anderson Hay, especially the fine timothy hay so enjoyed by race
horses, was on the menu at race tracks in Illinois, Kentucky, New York, Florida
and Louisiana.6
To help streamline the travel component of the job, Ron took flying
instructions and, in 1964, purchased a small plane. He would pilot himself to
places in Idaho, Oregon and Montana to purchase hay, then to British Columbia,
California and other spots to sell it. Much of the time he was flying, Ron covered
the company’s extensive contacts in Canada. Within a very short time, Ron had
clocked an impressive 4,500 hours piloting the plane.
The acquisition and use of the plane gave Anderson Hay a competitive edge
since very often Ron could schedule an appointment, go to visit the customer and
return with an order in the same amount of time it would take competitors to first
get to the customer.
What neither Ron Anderson nor his father Clarence could possibly know at
that time, was how far-reaching their reputation had grown and the revolutionary
changes their company would undergo in the 1970s. It took just a little time and
a chance meeting to find out.

In his later years, Clarence maintained
an interest in the company, however he
turned all decision-making over to Ron.

Ron became an accomplished pilot,
which helped further the company’s
sales capabilities. Here Ron is shown
ready to pilot some of the company’s
first domestic customers.

6. Ron says that a horse expert once told
him that horses consider timothy hay to be like
candy. He further goes on to say it has never
been explained to him how the horse expert
actually would know that.
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Who is the Timothy of Timothy Hay?
Anderson Hay made an international reputation for
delivering the finest timothy hay found in the world. Few
race horses who gobble up the timothy give it much thought;
however, the State of Washington,
especially Kittitas County and the
Columbia River Basin, is known the
world over for producing the highest
quality timothy to be found.
That is a happy factor of climate,
temperature, sunshine at the right time
and wind.
But what exactly is “timothy” and
what differentiates it from your average
run-of-the-mill variety of hay?
Scientifically, timothy is a perennial
grass native to much of Europe except for the Mediterranean region.
According to Douglas Harper in the Online Etymology
Dictionary,7 the name “timothy” is an American creation,
since Phleum pratense was known in England as “meadow
cattail grass.” An American colonial farmer living in New
Hampshire, Timothy Hanson, is credited with being the first
to cultivate the grass in 1720 in North America as an
agricultural plant raised for sale to others. What probably
started as “Timothy’s” hay was eventually called timothy
grass by 1736 and just plain “timothy” by 1747.
Timothy is a race horse delicacy and the best race horses
are rewarded with the best timothy. And the best timothy
comes from Eastern Washington.

7. “Timothy,” from the Online
Etymology Dictionary, © 2001 Douglas
Harper, accessed 2-10-2010 at
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/
timothy?r=65.
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In the 1970s, Anderson Hay and
Grain’s fortunes changed dramatically
as the company began international
exports of hay. Ron Anderson on one of
his visits to the nation’s capital to
address industry related issues.
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Going Global
Anderson Hay had made a clear name for itself
through relentless attention to delivering a quality product.
The company was a brilliant promoter of high quality
Washington State timothy hay.
Its sales to some of the most valuable winning
race horses attracted attention from potential customers
far beyond anything originally dreamed
by Clarence Anderson.

THROUGHOUT THE 1960S, RON ANDERSON WAS WORKING HIS SPECIAL SALES
magic with the many customers he came in contact with. It didn’t hurt that the
quality of the products he sold was so good. The timothy and alfalfa was as good
as it could get and the customers knew it. Oftentimes, new customers would seek
him out.
But Ron was not prepared for what happened at the start of the 1970s. He
had been flying, piloting his own Cessna 180 from client to client all over the west
coast, Canada and increasingly to the eastern part of the nation.
Kittitas Valley timothy was known far and wide, and when Kentucky Derby
horses won their races, it was most likely that they were fed timothy grown in
Washington and sold to their owners by Anderson Hay. That set the stage for one
of the legendary inquiries Anderson Hay received.

“I still have customers that I
had 30 years ago.“

Enter the Japanese

– Bonnie Carr,
Domestic Sales Account
Manager

“Your most unhappy
customers are your greatest
source of learning.”
– Bill Gates
Founder of
Microsoft Corporation

“I had a friend with a U.S. trading company in San Francisco who called me
one day to tell me that he had received an order from a Japanese trading company
located in New York,” Ron says. “They wanted 200 tons of timothy, and they
wanted to know if we could ship it to Japan!” It was 1971, and that would become
a landmark year for Anderson Hay.
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Through his international contacts and
stature within industry professional
organizations, Ron Anderson assumed
a wide reputation for throroughness,
dogged determination and collegiality.

Astonished, Ron answered the caller, “Sure we could do that.” Then when he
hung up the phone, Ron settled down to figure out not only if they could do that,
but how.
The source of the order was a wealthy syndicate of Japanese investors who had
been buying winning race horses starting in the late 1960s. Long enamored with
the Kentucky Derby, and the entire horse breeding culture centered in rural
Kentucky, the Japanese investors eventually started attending the periodic
Keeneland Association8 thoroughbred horse sales in Lexington, Kentucky. There,
they purchased a number of winning horses. In their negotiations, they also wanted
to know exactly what the horses ate. Most of the winners were fed a diet containing
a healthy supply of Washington State timothy, most of which was supplied by
Anderson Hay.
The Japanese were quite familiar with timothy hay, and for years had grown
large quantities of it on Hokkaido, near the city of Sapporo and on Kyushu Island.9
Timothy hay was grown and used as the main forage for Japanese dairy cattle and
horses. But when the Japanese investors and horse aficionados came to Louisville,
they were taken aback by the superior quality and appearance of the timothy being
fed to the race horses.
“Our hay always had a most beautiful color,” Ron Anderson says. The Japanese
were immediately captivated by the green color of the timothy and were particularly
amazed by the length of time that the Washington State hay kept that attractive
verdant hue. It is something special about the Kittitas Valley and Columbia Basin
weather that makes it so. Not even other North American hay grown in Wisconsin,
Michigan and Illinois could compete on the color basis alone.
We do not know if horses have a particular affinity for the color of the timothy.
But we do know that they like to munch on it and since the Japanese clients liked
the color, an opportunity was born.

Overcoming Obstacles

8. The Keeneland Association is a nonprofit thoroughbred horse racing and auction
organization based in Lexington, Kentucky.
9. Hokkaido is Japan’s most northerly island;
Kyushu is the country’s most southerly island.

Ron was still wrestling with whether or not they could get 200 tons of extra
nice timothy, find appropriate shipping for it and process the order, despite his
earlier assurances that it was “no problem.”
In the early 1970s, hay was typically shipped as it was baled in standard threetie bales and cured from the fields. Because of the air content, traditional cargo
vessel shipping made for a considerable cost given that you paid by the container
as opposed by weight. At first, Ron figured that 200 tons of timothy would require
16 or 17 shipping containers, in standard bale configuration. That would have
been a huge expense.
In the late 1960s, Ron had started working with people in Oregon to develop
a bale compressor to serve customers in Alaska, Hawaii and the Fraser Valley of
British Columbia, Canada. These customers wanted bales that people could put
in the trunk of their car and the smaller bales were easier to ship as well. By 1970,
Anderson had the first prototype compressor operating in Ellensburg.
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Ron Anderson and one of his first
Japanese customers, Mr. Yamada,
inspecting a shipment of hay in
the 1970’s.

The Andersons always maintained their love for horses. Here are Brian Anderson,
Robin Anderson, Ron Anderson, Mark Anderson (L-R).
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Ron would bring international guests to
Washington State to see first-hand the
high quality of local hay.

Ron Anderson frequently took
customers out into the countryside to
inspect hay as it was growing. This still
happens today.
10. Anderson Hay had incorporated bale
compression as early as 1968, when the company installed the first 3-tie bale compressor,
which was used in preparing shipments to feed
store accounts in Canada, Alaska and Hawaii.
11. Ron had spent countless hours researching and investigating the often labyrinthine business customs, procedures, applications and
governmental agencies all involved in the process
of importing goods into Japan. But he also invested the time in developing the all-important
relationships with Japanese counterparts – in a
continuation of the Anderson Hay & Grain Co.,
Inc.’s attention to customers and serving them.

Compressing would need to be used for the Japan shipments. At first, the
volume of hay could be compressed by half, resulting in a 50% reduction in freight
costs.
Later improvements, such as double-compressing
would further lower shipping costs. But one hurdle was now
past.10
Able to get a sufficient supply of hay, Ron began
loading the shipping containers with the beautiful green
Washington State timothy. The hay made its journey, and
was eventually unloaded in Japan, much to the delight of
the happy Japanese thoroughbreds.
What is remarkable about this story is the fact that a
small Ellensburg, Washington, hay dealer was able to break
in to the Japanese market. Ron was among the first
American enterprises of its kind to begin exporting to Japan.
He quickly became the darling of the cargo container
companies as well, since most cargo containers arrived in
the United States from Japan filled with electronic goods,
consumer gadgets and TV sets, but returned empty because
of the imploding American export capabilities.
It didn’t matter what the container ships were carrying
as far as the cargo operators were concerned. Now they were
making money both ways across the Pacific.
The Japanese were happy. The cargo container shipping
companies were happy. The Washington State timothy hay
growers were happy. Anderson Hay was happy. And when
everyone is that happy, something is certain to go wrong.
The happy family syndrome came to a crashing halt
when the cargo container companies and everyone else in
the growth and distribution chain realized suddenly that what you shipped back
to Japan really did make a difference, after all.
It was an episode that nearly bankrupted Anderson Hay, Ron Anderson
included.

Coping With a Tiny Pest
Everyone loves a success and when the other hay dealers saw how well
Anderson Hay had made their way into the lucrative Japanese market, soon there
were any number of dealers clamoring to get in. Like anything else worth doing,
accessing the Japanese home market was anything but simple. Ron Anderson had
been the first to blaze a reasonably effective trail in getting goods shipped to and
sold in Japan.11 Ron was also very generous and gracious about sharing information
about the process with professional organizations, colleagues and competitors.
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By 1974, there were a number of Washington State dealers shipping to Japan,
with California growers starting to get in on the act with other types of hay as well.
That is when a small annoyance started to become a big annoyance. Every so often,
Japan government plant quarantine (PPQ) inspectors would reject a shipment at
Japanese ports, and it had to be returned.
The rejections began to grow until at one point, an entire shipment of
Anderson Hay timothy was not only rejected by the Japanese, it was returned.
Ron Anderson, who by this time had made many trips to Japan to develop
excellent relationships with his customers there, was stymied.
“By that time, I had gone over there two, three, four times, because for some
reason we had more containers coming back than anyone,” Ron says about the
growing crisis. Hay was being returned as fast as Ron could ship it overseas.
“Suddenly, I had containers stored under bridges and in vacant lots in Seattle,”
Ron recalls. “Then the port [of Seattle] found a big vacant warehouse there, and I
filled it with a lot of that returned hay, but the Japanese were still rejecting it. We
had some 900 containers still over there.”

Storage facility in Japan with an early
customer.
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Above: Tractors prepped and ready for
harvest.
Right: Truck shipments of hay arrive
daily at the Ellensburg, Washington
headquarters for Anderson Hay.
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Unbeknown to the shippers at that time, Japan has a regulation that any
product contaminated with heads or stems of wheat, barley or Agro-Pyron grasses,
such as quack or crested wheat grass, is “contaminated” because these are known
hosts to the Hessian Fly.
While not in the Kittitas Valley, the Hessian
Fly is a particularly destructive pest which is
especially fond of wheat, barley and rye grains.
Voracious in all forms, the hungry Hessians have
been known to devour the entire grain plant,
stem, leaves, seeds, everything in some areas of the
world. Japan raises huge crops of barley for its
beers and, of course, rice, therefore their concern
over this destructive pest.
Ironically, the Hessian Fly is native to Asia,
and was inadvertently brought to North America
during the American Revolution when Hessian
mercenaries hired by Britain brought a lifetime
supply of the flies with them in their straw
bedding. Left to their own devices, Hessian Flies
are not particularly fond of sleeping with (or
under) Hessians and would much prefer to be out
devastating crops in the fields. They were a partial
cause of the American Financial Panic of 1837,
a full-fledged, no-laughing-matter Depression
which began when crop shortages due to their
nonstop devouring of wheat, rye and barley
affected New York financial markets.
The Japanese did not want to be hosts to the
Hessian Fly and for reasons yet to be determined,
Anderson Hay timothy was suspected to be
infested with just enough of the little Hessians to
fail inspection. While no flies or larvae were
actually seen, the host plants were sometimes
visible.
All shipments of North American timothy to Japan were halted in 1975. The
Japanese insisted that a solution be found before any more hay would be allowed
into the country.
What had begun so formidably by Ron Anderson just four years before had
now come crashing down to a complete halt. At one point, there were so many
containers of Anderson Hay product returning from Japan, that they were
overloading the Port of Seattle and were diverted to ports as far away as New
Orleans. Ron had containers filled with hay all over the United States. They were
forced to track all of the containers down since the hay had to be sold since the
container companies wanted their cargo containers back as soon as possible.

Onsite storage at the Washington Plant.

Mark posing with Big Bales.
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The Path to a Solution

12. The National Hay Association was
formed in the United States in 1895. It currently has 500 members including producers,
dealers, brokers and representatives of related
industries dedicated to the development and
maintenance of quality hay and improved marketing practices. The NHA is headquartered in
St. Petersburg, Florida.
13. FAS works to improve foreign market
access for U.S. products. This USDA agency
operates programs designed to build new markets and improve the competitive position of
U.S. agriculture in the global marketplace.

A great deal was at stake, not the least of which was the continued viability of
Anderson Hay. At this particular time, Ron Anderson was his own man, but also
alone against the elements. Clarence
Anderson had suffered several small strokes
and stepped back from day-to-day
involvement or decision-making. Ron
Anderson’s sons were not yet done with their
education nor ready to step into high profile
positions with the company.
Ron’s wife Robin was a loyal and staunch
supporter of his work and had spent a great
deal of time working at various positions at
the company. But she still had domestic
responsibilities at this crucial time.
Luckily, Ron found he was not
completely alone professionally. Clarence
before him had always maintained
involvement in professional associations that
benefitted the industry and the company.
Clarence had been a member of the National
Hay Association since 1954.12 By the early
1970s, Ron had been taking an active role in
the association and served a term as
association president. (Mark Anderson also
served a term as NHA president. Today Ron
continues his involvement with NHA as
Chairman of the International Market
Development Committee, while Mark serves
on the Western Region division of the same
committee.)
The NHA Board worked with Ron as well as with the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Foreign Agricultural Service13 (FAS) agency
to study the problem, determine the cause and propose a workable solution. All
hay shipments by the mid-1970s had been banned from Japan so it was in the best
interests of the entire industry to work collegially to find a solution quickly.
Working together, the reason for the contamination was found. First, the
investigators determined that the quarantine was not so much that the containers
were filled with millions of buzzing Hessian Flies ready to swarm into action when
they arrived in Japan. Rather, upon close inspection, the Japanese had found the
timothy hay to include Agropyron repens, or often called quackgrass or on occasion
crested wheat grass. The amounts of quackgrass found in the shipments were above
the acceptable threshold of contamination according to Japanese regulations. Since
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the quackgrass is a particular delicacy for the ravenous Hessian Flies, the Japanese
office of Plant Protection and Quarantine (PPQ) shut down the importing of
timothy.
Some would say the Japanese were being overly cautious in placing the
quarantine; however it is hard to place blame with them.
According to Ron Anderson, the Japanese reluctance was understandable since
they had recently been receiving reports of disease problems in their all-important
rice fields. They quickly admitted that the rice field issues were not due to Hessian
Flies nor were they in any way related to the quackgrass infestation. However, given
the critical importance of domestically grown rice in the Japanese diet, their strict
application of the regulations made sense.

Hay is moving through a compressing
machine to create one of the many
packaging configurations offered to
customers.
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One of the company’s first big bale
presses.

Implementing Measures
It was one thing to know what the problem was. It was yet another to device,
test, apply and prove a solution. That came next. With Ron Anderson leading the
charge of research, United States Department of Agriculture Foreign Agriculture
Service and Animal Plant Health Inspection Service joined hands to devise a
fumigation program which would apply a gas that would be sealed into the loaded
containers filled with hay. Depending upon conditions, the container would be
kept closed for seven days. When opened for inspection, the gas would dissipate,
the product tested for presence of live larvae, and if passed inspection, would be
resealed and loaded aboard cargo container ships.
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It took quite a bit of testing to get the formula straight; however, eventually
the fumigation program was demonstrated for the Japanese inspectors. Ron’s job
throughout this period was keeping in touch with U.S. government agricultural
officials, the scientists who had devised the fumigation process, Japanese
government officials, and industry colleagues.
Several tests were conducted in the U.S. and negotiations were conducted in
Japan, before in February 1979, the process was approved. The Japanese officials
came to Washington for the all-important tests. When they inspected the finished
product and found the hay to be free of Hessians or Agropyron they approved the
process. In July 1979, the shipments were resumed and the Japanese market for
imported timothy and alfalfa has grown ever since.
Ron Anderson was vindicated by his dogged determination, and became
something of a legend in Japan and something of a hero in the United States – at
least in hay growing circles.

Loading straw from the countryside to
be transported to the nearby plant in
Oregon for processing.
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Truck loaded with big baled straw
moving across a scale.

Further Globalization
The long, difficult and expensive episode would have bankrupted most small
family-owned companies. However, over the years, Ron had diversified his product
line as well as the geographic distribution of the items he sold. Besides the prized
timothy hay, Anderson Hay also bought and sold alfalfa, particularly popular as a
feed for dairy cows. The company also developed a market for several lines of grass
straw, most commonly used as a roughage component for beef cattle and dairy
cows.
The diversification kept the company going while most of the attention was
given to effectively fumigating the flies. There were suitors who came along offering
to buy a portion or even all of the company. But family was important to the
Andersons and is part of the company’s culture, so all of the suitors were politely
rebuffed.
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Above: The company has its own
shipping container storage and Top
Picks at both locations.
Left: Trucks waiting to be loaded with
containers to transport to the ports.
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But the experience in breaking into the Japanese market, and then the success
in solving the contamination conundrum served Ron and Anderson Hay quite
well. Soon, other foreign markets opened their doors to Anderson Hay products.
After Japan came customers in Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong in the 1980s.

New Horizons
Following the milestone of breaking into the Japanese market in the 1970s,
Ron Anderson moved into the 1980s looking for assistance in running the
company. His father Clarence, after suffering a series of mini-strokes, did not enjoy
good health in his final years and was not a significant presence in running the
company during this critical time. Company Co-founder Clarence Anderson
passed away in 1982. His reassuring presence was no longer available to Ron
Anderson, who turned to the next generation of family members for assistance.
Ron’s oldest son Steve, although briefly involved in company operations, had
a deep career interest in dentistry, pursued that dream and is a successful dentist
today. Similarly, Ron’s daughter Lori and third son Brian pursued other career
paths and did not choose involvement in the family business.
But Ron’s second son Mark, although originally expressing a desire to go off
on a career of his own making, unexpectedly found that he was interested in the
family business. It would take a series of calls back and forth to his adopted home
of Alaska before conditions were right for him to return to Washington and join
the company business, helping his father move the firm to the next chapter of
achievement.
Above three photos: International
shipment of Anderson Hay product
has become an enormous part of the
company’s business. Washington State
hay impacts clients and industries
across the globe.

Company co-founder Clarence Anderson
passed away in 1982.
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P ro d u cts
Anderson Hay offers a wide variety of feed products to service
customer’s individual needs. Each division specializes in different
products, with Hay products primarily serviced through the
Washington Division and Straw products through the Oregon
Division. A few main products are highlighted, but there are even
more varieties available on request. The harvesting season lasts
through the spring, summer and fall months and allows for several
cuttings of premium product.
H a y P ro d u cts
Alfalfa Hay: Alfalfa Hay is an excellent source of fiber and
protein. It is a popular choice in the export and domestic markets
for top producing dairy cows.
Timothy Hay: Timothy Hay is an exceptional roughage and
fiber source. The long stem and consistent quality allows good
consumption and provides good conditioning for dairy cows. For
many years, it has been well known and widely used in the race
horse industry.
Stra w P ro d u cts
Rye Grass Straw: Baled following seed harvest, this high fiber,
economically priced roughage is used as livestock feed. Rye Grass
Straw, most popular with export beef industry users, is also
gaining in popularity with dairy farmers.
Fescue Grass Straw: Fescue Grass Straw is also popular with
dairy farmers in the export market and is successfully fed in the
beef market. It has a coarser, longer stem compared to Rye. It is
also considered very good, economically priced roughage.
Orchard Grass Straw: Like Rye and Fescue, Orchard Grass
Straw is another very good roughage or filler. It has a coarser stem
and is a popular source of fiber in the export market.
Blue Grass Straw: Blue Grass Straw is a high quality grass
straw. It has the highest feed value of all grass straws and is
popular in both domestic and export markets for dairy and beef
cows.
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Co rp o ra te Stru ctu re
As the leading exporter of hay and straw products,
Anderson Hay is home to over 250 employees company-wide,
with even more seasonally.
Washington Division: Corporate headquarters is located
in Ellensburg, Washington. Every aspect of corporate service
is handled through this facility. From sales to technology,
friendly service is provided to all Anderson Hay clients. Stateof-the-art production facilities are capable of producing a
variety of product and packaging options to meet all customer
needs.
Anderson Hay’s production network consists of familyowned farms located throughout the Pacific Northwest. The
company’s success is in large part due to this strong grower
base: maintaining strong relationships with growers that have
been developed over generations, working together with them
on planting, harvest and production decisions. These growers
allow Anderson Hay the ability to provide consistent quality
product year-round to meet specific market needs.
Oregon Division: Anderson Hay Oregon Division
specializes in compressed Oregon Grass Straw, providing a
group of consistently palatable and cost effective forage fibers
to export markets. The entire line of Grass Straw products are
offered in a number of packaging options, including big bale.
These products diversify what Anderson has to offer valued
customers and are a popular and reliable source of roughage
for dairy and beef farmers.
With facilities located in Aurora, Oregon, Anderson Hay
utilizes the largest network of storage facilities in the industry
to ensure a constant year-round supply of dry, top-quality
fiber.
Gerald Phelan, LLC: Oregon-headquartered Gerald
Phelan, LLC is part of Anderson Hay’s initiative into controlled
product and processing, but on the straw side of things. This
venture underscores the company’s ability to reliably supply
customers with the consistency and quality Anderson Hay
products have maintained over decades, regardless of
economic or supply environments.
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Anderson Agri: Washington-based Anderson Agri is the
company’s venture into the supply side of the business. Anderson
Hay owned or leased farms grow and harvest hay products to
strict specifications. Anderson Agri affords customers the security
to obtain high quality products in all market environments.
MTA Farms: MTA Farms (MTA = Mark T. Anderson) was
formed in 2007 and manages farm ground to further support
Anderson Hay ’s strength in supply.
The cooperative efforts of all entities have resulted in defining
import/export standards that mutually benefit both domestic
and international agricultural industries.
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Broader Horizons
Ron Anderson accomplished significant breakthroughs
by his relentless optimism and interest in people and cultures.
Anderson Hay became a global exporter through his efforts.
By the mid-1980s, he was looking to continue the company’s considerable
successes through the next generation of family leadership.

L IKE MOST YOUNG MEN , THERE CAME A TIME IN M ARK A NDERSON ’ S LIFE
when he wanted to go out on his own, do his “own thing” and make a name for
himself independent from that of the traditional family business.
That time came for Mark following high school graduation, when he left the
Ellensburg, Washington area and headed for Alaska. He did find opportunity there,
and held an excellent job working heavy machinery in Anchorage.
“It was nice to go out and find a good job where no one knew who you were,”
Mark Anderson says about his Alaska adventure. Mark found that he had a great
liking for heavy machinery and not only fit in well in that environment, excelled
in the work.

Strong Farming Roots
That did not make Mark a stranger to the hay and grain business. Growing
up in the shadows of his father and grandfather, Mark developed a love for land,
farming and for farm animals.
“My grandfather had deep roots in agriculture,” Mark says. “He loved the
farms. He loved the relationships he built with growers. He loved being in the
production side of farming. My grandfather really represented the countryside and
getting the product to market. My father represented all the new places we could
go with our products.”
“Growing up in that environment, I developed a real passion for farming.
I enjoyed livestock and was heavily involved in 4-H, showing and raising cattle,”
Mark explains.

“The way to gain a good
reputation is to endeavor to be
what you desire to appear.”
– Socrates

“Just because your name is on
the building doesn’t mean
you’re worthy.“
– Mark Anderson
President and CEO,
Anderson Hay & Grain Co., Inc.
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Mark learned the company ropes by
working in several jobs at the firm
while still in school. Here he is
inspecting a chopping machine
while in Japan.
14. The Andersons, father and son, rarely
disagree in public and are assiduous about supporting each other. But the memory of the
Alaska phone call which resulted in Mark’s return to Ellensburg and to the family business
has two different versions, depending upon
who tells the story. Mark’s version depicts his
father coming to the point in his life where he
wanted and needed help in running the business, so he called Mark to come back to Washington. Ron, however, recalls these events a
little differently and says that it was Mark who
made the call and that he had tired of Alaska
and was ready to come back home. Whichever
version is closest to reality matters little, since
the history that followed would still be substantially the same.

All of these ingredients came to rest on Mark’s shoulders while he was in Alaska
finding himself. That was when he had one of the more important phone
conversations in his life. Mark found that he was ready to return to the company
business if there was a place for his services. Ron found he could use
help in company decision-making and moving the enterprise to an even
higher level.14
Ron had successfully finished the extended episode of the rejected
hay shipments. The Japanese export business was flourishing once
again. Ron’s forays into other parts of the globe were taking root.
The company was at a crossroads. Ron needed more help in
moving the company to the next level of proficiency. At the same time,
he was looking towards the next generation of family leadership within
the company. Mark returned from Alaska, but there was the issue of
exactly what he was going to do in the company.
At first, Ron had Mark shadow his efforts, following him around
to see what he did, learn what he could, and get to meet the key players
who interact with the company on a day-to-day basis. But that was
probably more luxury than opportunity. In the mid-1980s, the business
was changing at a rapid pace and with it the nature of the international
relationships so important to the company’s future.
Before he even realized it, Mark was off to Japan on yet another of
his father’s many trips to the Asian rim.
“I felt all along as if God was putting me in a place to learn all parts
of this business,” Mark says. “All of a sudden, I was in a position to
bring in operational expertise and understanding and then deliver on
all this opportunity that my father had presented. That led in 1985 to
my first trip to Japan, which was pretty eye-opening for a kid from
Ellensburg.”
Mark almost immediately saw his role and the entire scope of the many
international opportunities there could be in commerce.

Expanding Sales Through Machinery
Quickly, Mark found that like his father and grandfather before him, he truly
enjoyed dealing with the customers. Rapidly gravitating toward sales, Mark soon
made a name for himself and the operational relationship between father and son
worked. In 1985, Mark took on the role of Sales Manager for Anderson Hay.
“Everything really came together,” Mark says. “We partnered together and
grew the business aggressively. In that, we are very fortunate.” Mark observes that
unlike many businesses, the father-son relationship at Anderson Hay worked really
well.
“The industry was growing at a rate of 300% to 400% a year, and my father
and I were able to develop a great partnership in order to grow the business
substantially in the coming years,” Mark says.
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One of the first major suggestions for change that Mark made was to expand
the building facilities. To do so required an additional investment in more forklifts
and trucks. Ron, somewhat skeptical by nature, quickly agreed.
The plant and operational expansion Mark ushered in started with building
press barns. The ventures in compressing hay or forming it into pellets required
more research and equipment. Anderson Hay purchased double compressing press
machines from Double Press Manufacturing.15
Additional fork lifts were included in the next major move. Because of the
increased capabilities, the company then built additional hay storage facilities at
the Ellensburg site.
In the 1990s, Mark then turned to making the loading and unloading of
containers more efficient. A centerpiece of this move was the acquisition of the
enormous “Top Pick” container handling vehicle which can load and unload
containers in a matter of a few minutes. The new equipment helped to eliminate
trucking and operational bottlenecks.
Soon, the Ellensburg facilities were humming with the new installations, which
included an enormous – and hideously expensive – cargo container loader, which
places or removes fully loaded cargo containers from highway truck flatbeds in less
time than it takes to describe.
With the risks successfully taken, the rewards began to flow and Mark was
given a new title in 1987 – that of Vice President.

By the late 1980s, Anderson Hay and
Grain’s Ellensburg operation had
become one of the largest in the region.

15. Previously, Anderson Hay had leased
the compressing equipment from a third party
and had contracted with them to handle the
compressing duties in-plant. Mark’s move
brought all compressing within the scope of
the company, including ownership of the
equipment and control over the processes and
personnel.
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Transition

Following some time in Alaska, Mark
returned to Ellensburg to assist his
father Ron in the company’s growing
international business.

After several years of Mark’s effective sales combined with his solid recommendations for change, Ron saw that the company was going to be in fine hands.
By the mid-1990s, Ron Anderson began to step back from day-to-day involvement.
To ease the ownership transition, Ron slowly sold controlling interest in the company to Mark, a move that started in 1992 when Mark purchased half of the company stock. The ownership shift was complete by 1997, when Mark had full
ownership of the company. Mark became President and CEO in 1994, while Ron
retained the title of Chairman of the Board.
“What that really allowed me to do was proceed towards the vision that I had
for the company,” Mark says. “I really wanted to take this entity and move it from
being a family company to a corporation while still maintaining the family values.
I wanted to continue to do a great job maintaining good relationships with the
growers in the country.”
Mark realized that to do so would require choosing, nurturing and training
employees.
“We want our company to be considered a great employer of choice, as well as
to deliver on everything we say we’re going do for our customers,” Mark explains.
With that vision in mind, Mark Anderson set out on his quest to grow the company from $12 million in sales in 1985 to $150 million in sales by 2010.
One major step Mark took was the establishment of the Anderson Hay Oregon
Division. For several years, Anderson Hay had purchased Oregon-grown straw to

Anderson Hay and Grain added an
additional processing plant and
office in Aurora, Oregon.
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meet rising customer demand for dairy and beef farmer roughage needs. In 1994
Mark purchased a facility from a firm in Portland, and shortly thereafter moved
the straw operation to Aurora.
By doing so, Mark was responding to customer needs while at the same time
expanding the company product line.
“My intent was to give us the opportunity to grow both in customer service as
well as in product diversification,” Mark says. The Oregon operation proved to be
an outstanding success, and a “win-win” move for both the company and its customers. Next, Mark looked for broader opportunities.

One universal trait of the three
generations of Anderson leadership has
been their love of horses. This is Mark
at a horse farm in Japan early in
his career.

Greater Risks
No venture worth doing can be done without risk. Mark studied the business
environment and made decisions about the company’s direction in response to the
trends he saw emerging in the marketplace.
The first steps had started while Mark was still working under his father’s
tutelage.
“Early on in those days the big risks were taking over and owning our own
compressing machines and our own forklifts,” Mark explains. “Then later another
risk was our move into expanded trucking operations and a second division of the
organization in Oregon.”
These steps worked and worked well for the company, which brought Mark
into the 21st century with a new set of decisions to make.
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Mark Anderson has made sure that the
company continues its community
presence. Anderson Hay and Grain is a
regular participant and supporter of the
annual Ellensburg Rodeo and Rodeo
Parade.
Right: Anderson Hay employee
overseeing pressing activities.
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In 2000, Mark determined that it was not in the company’s best interest to
depend completely on buying all of the agricultural hay and grain products sold
worldwide.
“We made the decision that we had to become both a farmer and a harvester,”
Mark says. “That was exciting, as well as comfortable for me, because, as you can
see, now a big part of our business is what I had hoped to do in the very beginning:
farming and harvesting.”
To that end, Anderson Hay purchased Gerald Phelan, LLC, a large harvesting
company that had been traditionally the company’s largest supplier of Oregongrown products. Two years later, in 2002, the company enlarged its growing
capabilities through the formation of Anderson Agri, a Washington state- based
harvesting operation similar in scope to the Gerald Phelan facilities in neighboring
Oregon.
The company’s direction has proved to be something of a balancing act – being
both a purchaser of hay from the many growers in the region, as well as something
of a competitor to those same clients since the company also grows its own hay
products.

Mark on site inspecting a hay shipment
in Japan. Every hay shipment is
carefully inspected for quality.
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The company’s relationship to its clients, built on honesty and integrity, has
managed to keep the all-important relationships with clients on a high plane. Still,
the company has enhanced its ability to supply products through the dependable
source of hay growing and harvesting by its own companies.

The Road to Opportunity

Anderson Hay has invested heavily in
state-of-the art hay packaging and
shipping processes and equipment.

Nathan Mirro, Director of Information
Technology, working on the in-house
server.

With Anderson Hay steadily growing and become a global force, Mark came
to the decision in 2002 that the company needed a major investment in a high
tech data-keeping platform. That decision, although completely justified and
appropriate, almost resulted in the loss of the company.
“We decided to make a huge investment in specialized computer software,”
Mark recalls. After what they felt was sufficient due diligence, Mark and his
leadership team purchased a full software platform from Oracle. The idea was
visionary in its approach and breathtaking in its scope. The dream was to run all
aspects of the company on the software from administrative management to
finances, inventory, production, and shipping.
“That was a serious risk, a serious challenge, and represented serious change
in management,” Mark says.
But the road less travelled had serious potholes in it, and there were times that
the new software simply did not work as envisioned when originally installed. At
times, there were miscommunications with the
software authors; other times there was an
incredibly steep learning curve on the part of
Anderson Hay employees.
It was not simply a case of installing the new
software, turning it on and letting it work. The
experience was more a case of installing the new
product, then nothing happening.
“Implementing the Oracle software – was
paralyzing,” Mark says about the start-up time for
the computer program. Because of the need to
work out bugs and glitches, the experience
became a classic tale of short-term pain for longterm gain. For several agonizing months,
information storage and retrieval at Anderson
Hay was a painfully slow process. Yet the loyal Anderson employees had faith in
Mark’s decisions and slowly – for some too slowly – the issues were resolved one
by one.
“We love it today,” Mark says. “I don’t know how we could move the amount
of hay we’re moving today without it.”
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Below: Anderson Hay was the sole
supplier of hay products to the
equestrian teams at the 2004 Athens
and 2008 Beijing Olympics.

Above: Customers inspecting product onsite at a dairy farm in Korea.

Anderson Hay and Grain has been a significant player in China’s feed practices in
their dairy cattle industry. China’s new middle class desires a more “western” diet
which requires dairy products. Here Mark Anderson and Rodney Van Orman are
visiting customers in China.
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Anderson Hay buyer and sales staff
visiting customers in Japan circa 2002.

Right: Two happy Korean cows
sampling scrumptious Anderson Hay
products in their native land.
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By persevering through the software installation, the payoff has come for
Anderson Hay.
“Today this company not only leads the industry in quality of product, as in
hay and straw, but I feel that we lead the industry on the administrative front on
quality, our software, our inventory
management, our traceability,” Mark
says with justifiable pride.
Anderson Hay’s customer base can
see the results. Not only do they know
when they can expect product delivery,
they can know at a glance where the hay
was grown in a particular shipment or
container, the growing conditions, even
where a particular cargo container is in
real time.
“We can have representatives from
the Chinese government at our
conference table in Ellensburg amazed
when our software can be shown to pull
up a stack or lot number and display the
entire history of what went on in the
field, and where the containers are. It is
exciting to see their reactions. It is
definitely industry leading, and it has changed the business, frankly, on many
fronts,” Mark explains.
The implementation of the proprietary software has taken the hay business to
another, higher level.
“That is also a consistent theme we have at Anderson Hay,” Mark says. “The
real drive, whether we are growing, selling, and buying from farmers or growing
by farming and harvesting ourselves or growing by state-of-the-art software is
constantly pushing the bar higher on what you need to do to survive in the hay
business.”

Mark Anderson visiting a farm in
China.

Surviving Challenges
The computer software issue, as painful as it was initially, was eventually ironed
out and was for the most part an internal problem. Some of Anderson Hay’s
customers knew there was difficulty, yet the majority did not know what was, in
fact, happening. They knew there were implementation problems, but also had
confidence in their ability to manage through the process.
But when the fire trucks raced to Anderson Hay in July 2003 – just at the time
that the firm was wrestling with the software implementation – the spectacle of
burning hay and the loss of storage facilities made headlines.
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Anderson Hay supplies and participates
in feed trials internationally. This was a
trial in Vietnam in partnership with the
NHA at a dairy farm.

And even a tragedy as horrifying as a massive fire turned into a poignant
learning opportunity for Mark Anderson who turned it into a leadership moment.
“We had a huge haystack pad fire over
here,” Mark recalls. “One thing I will
always remember is having everyone
together in the north building upstairs
conference room. At that time we were on
our knees with this Oracle software
implementation, trying to get buy-in from
the employees and trying to get us moved
onto that platform. That was a huge
challenge, and yet the devastation and the
feeling people had by watching that fire
was a defining moment.”
“I will never forget the moment when
I described to everyone that as big as the
fire looked and as threatening as the fire
felt, it was miniscule compared to the
challenge the company was facing getting
the software implemented.” Mark says. “That registered with a lot of people.”
It was a leadership moment for the company and for Mark Anderson. The hay
was replaced and the storage facilities rebuilt. The software was implemented. And
critical lessons were learned.
“I love leading people. I love being connected to people. I love taking care of
people. I love making a difference in people’s lives and just being available
throughout the organization.”
That was when Mark had another confirming moment: he had the most
important commodity of all – he had the commitment of his loyal employees.
“The only way you get through those things is if you have trusting, genuine
relationships with your employees. That only comes if truly from the bottom of
your heart you care and love every single individual that works in the company.
That is not an act. You can’t pretend to be committed to employees and their
success and their part of what makes up the whole organization. That’s the secret
sauce in this company, frankly.”
“This company is made up of people that live and die the name on this
company, just as if it was their own,” Mark adds.
“I’m not the only one that’s lost sleep about our future and the well being of
this company, and that buy-in, that true commitment and me following up to
support that with profit-sharing plans or helping kids out or sponsoring teams are
all the things you do as a leader to really truly have a family. That’s all part of the
success of the organization.”
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One of the more
recent dairy
breakthroughs has
been in Vietnam
where the cows have
been feasting on
delicious Anderson
Hay product.

Always ready to invest in technology,
Anderson Hay has a specialized
container loader to add to the
equipment fleet for the quick
turnaround of trucks and containers.
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P a ck a g in g a n d Sh ip p in g
Anderson Hay and Grain personnel meticulously coordinate
every customer order through booking, storage, quality control,
processing, and transportation. The port cites of Seattle, Tacoma and
Portland serve as the gateway for containerized hay products.
Anderson Hay staff facilitate all logistical movements and track these
movements to assure smooth delivery to customers throughout the
world. Whether an order is large or small, Anderson Hay is
committed to top of the line service and quality to meet the end users
needs.
Special strapping is used for ease in
unloading for the end user.

R e g u la r B a le : Regular bales are produced directly in the field
at the time of harvest and are the most popular package for those
in the equine industry. This package preserves the most natural state
of the forage as it was grown and provides a highly palatable
product for the animal.
D o ub le Co m p ressed B a le: A Double Compressed Bale (D/C)
is a process by which a bale direct from the field is further processed
in one of Anderson Hay’s state-of-the-art compressing machines.
Processing hay in this way creates a smaller bale size for the most
efficient transportation and ease of handling. This is the preferred
package of dairy and beef producers in many regions of the world.
There is a half cutting option available with this configuration that is
beneficial when a lighter bale is required.
1 1 0 k g B a le : To further the product line, Anderson Hay offers
a 110kg bale package. This is a product cut from a big bale and
provides an option for customers looking for an intermediate bale
size between D/C and big bale.
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B ig B a le : Anderson Hay’s compressed big bale is the large dairy
and beef producer’s package of choice. This process cuts the hay into
8-10 inch lengths through a stationary knife grid, providing for easy
mixing in a livestock ration. Once processed, the product is packaged
in a poly sleeve for ease of handling and cleanliness.
M a g B a le : A mag bale is very similar to the big bale in weights
and measurements. The benefit of the mag bale is its unique internal
characteristics. The bale maintains its ability to flake like a field bale
through the process. It can be cut (divided up) internally into 4, 8 or
16 bales. This makes for an easy to handle big bale and a convenient
to feed small package.
Ander-Pak® is Anderson Hay’s unique packaging system that is
durable and reduces handling and storage costs. Each Ander-Pak®
unit is wrapped in specialized plastic which has been carefully tested
for levels of flexibility and stretch.
Slide-A-Pak® ensures extreme efficiency and easy unloading
without the need for specialized unloading facilities. Moving units
packaged with the exclusive Slide-A-Pak® belts offers an excellent
option for farm delivery. These belts have been strategically placed
around the units to keep the bales uniform and strong. A towing belt
is placed around the bottom of each unit, making unloading and
moving efficient and easy.
The belt is designed with loops that allow the Slide-A-Pak® to be
easily unloaded using only a tractor and chain. Compared to
conventional methods, the simplicity and durability of this system cuts
time spent unloading dramatically.
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Fifty Years
In a nation where family-owned
businesses come and go, often victims of the last fad,
Anderson Hay & Grain Co., Inc. has lasted for fifty years.
What started as a truly tiny family enterprise has over time grown to
the point that more than 250 people are employed by what has
become the largest hay exporter in the United States.
The reason for this success is values-driven family leadership.

I N FIVE DECADES , A NDERSON H AY HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED FROM A SMALL
hay buying and selling business to a global exporter of high quality hay and straw.
From a small family firm operated out of the basement of the Anderson home to
an international powerhouse advising foreign governments on establishing viable
dairy farming industries, Anderson Hay has maintained a set of core values.
Integrity. Honesty. Relationships. Employees who work in a family
atmosphere. Community concern.
For the people who work with Anderson Hay, their presence in Central
Washington has made a difference in their lives.
The company’s commitment to a values-driven business model came in for a
strong test during the economic crisis which swarmed over the nation starting in
the fall of 2008.
“I am biased, but generally many of us in the organization walk around feeling
like our values are alive and real,” Mark says. “We try to be good operators. We try
to do a good job delivering a good product and service to our customers and to
growers, and we do care about our reputation. Our reputation is bigger to us than
our balance sheet.”
Mark cited a riveting example of how important reputation and customer
service is to Anderson Hay.
“Many of our competitors are not honoring contracts of 2008 hay, because
the market crashed. This company, because we place relationships so high and our
reputation so high, has honored every single commitment we made in the country
on price, cash flow payments, and everything else,” Mark says.

“I think the people
Anderson Hay have today are
the most professional that have
ever been here. They are all
really great people.“
– Lt. Col. William Wilson (Ret.)
Hay Buyer, retired

Facing page: Mark Anderson has
provided the leadership to propel
Anderson Hay to a much higher
playing field through the first decade
of the 21st century.
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Mark and Ron participating in the
awards ceremony at the 2009 Christmas
Party.

Jeff Ravet receiving an award for
over 20 years of service.
Right: Employee recognition is
an important part of maintaining
the family atmosphere at
Anderson Hay.
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Anderson Hay employees participate
in a local event to raise money for
cancer research.

“We do live our values, and I think there are many other examples of that
feature,” Mark says. “This book is a great opportunity to show how those values
are at work in the organization and the roots of
those values and the fact that we really want the
book to be a platform for our 75th and 100th
anniversaries. I never want us to lose those roots of
what this company is really about.”
The family atmosphere is important to Mark
and continues to be reinforced in many ways, some
obvious and many more subtle. Mark’s wife Carrie
plays an important role as an unofficial hostess to
the many delegations of visitors who come to the
plant or who are entertained in the Anderson
home. They are all made to feel comfortable and
welcome by her outgoing and reassuring presence.
“I know a side of Mark not many know.
I know a man that not only is the CEO of Anderson Hay but is a husband and a father who always
makes time for us. I am truly amazed at how he
balances family time with “work” time. He is a per-

Mark and wife Carrie Anderson.
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Carrie Anderson

Mark advocating for better road
conditions for viable access to the Ports
of Seattle and Tacoma, an approximate
2 hour drive when conditions are
favorable.

son filled with faith and love of God. The passion he feels for his customers, growers
and employees is something some see and feel but he lives out daily.”
This is often noticed by his early morning drives through the operations of
the plant, the late evenings spent with customers, and the endless time devoted to
his employees.
“Mark is a very determined and driven man,” continues Carrie. “He often
works a 10-14 hour day but at the end of the day when he comes home he is all
about his family. He loves to escape and throw the football with his sons or splash
around in the lake with his daughter. He is an amazing father and a dedicated, loving husband.”
“Mark and I together, along with the employees, have taken great pride in the
growth of Anderson Hay. It’s a company that consumes a lot of our time but also
a company that fills our hearts with satisfaction, joy and happiness. The employees
that support Mark are an amazing group of people who truly love him and this
company. I am honored to call Mark my husband but even more honored to stand
beside him in the growth of Anderson Hay.” Carrie is not alone in her feelings.
The next generation of Andersons, Mark’s children Michael, Molly and
Matthew, have already shown the family’s traditional interest in the outdoors, as
all are natural horse and ranch animal lovers. They are being raised with the solid
values of a Christian home in an agricultural environment, where a strong work
ethic is nurtured and relationships with others are not taken for granted. Michael,
Mark’s oldest son, is already spending summers working at the Washington plant
and learning what it takes to be the leader in this industry.

Current Challenges
No company can exist for long in a state of stagnation, however. Anderson
Hay is certainly not stagnant. The slow, painful climb back out of the abyss of
economic panic has affected industries and
workers across the land. That is perhaps their
greatest concern as the company observes its 50th
anniversary.
When asked to peer into his crystal ball,
Mark Anderson sees possibilities where others
might overlook them.
“I see a lot of opportunity in forage demand
around the world,” Mark says. “We’re shipping
hay to more parts of the world today than ever.
Some of those markets are probably seeing their
growth now. Other markets are just getting ready
to grow, so they represent a great deal of upside
potential. Further leveraging our technology will
lead us to other opportunities.”
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Mark sees the challenges of the coming decades are such that Anderson will
need to grow even more into farming, especially in new regions.
“At some point, we will need to entertain the idea of going into other parts of
the West Coast in order to build enough supply to take care of our markets.” To
do that, the company will most likely build another plant somewhere other than
Ellensburg or Aurora.
As those opportunities present themselves, everyone on the Anderson Hay
team will need to focus on the strategic steps necessary to expand. In the arena of
other products or services, the company has a clear interest in the development of
biofuels. There could be great opportunity there for them.
“Right now, our main event is hay and straw – feeding animals all around the
world,” Mark says. “Yet our same core competency could be feeding forage to a
biofuels plant or something like that,” Mark explains “I feel we will become part
of that 30 years down the road.”
A major initiative in recent years has been contacts and inroads both Mark
and Ron have made into the Chinese and Vietnamese markets beginning in 2004
and continuing in subsequent years.

Mike Anthony testing hay for quality
and moisture at a barn in the
countryside.
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Longtime employee Genaro Garcia
doing paperwork in the operations
office.

The Mainland Chinese market was one which developed along a completely
different path than that of the Japanese. Ron made some attempts to open doors
in the 1980s, but the high import duties at the time made sales of hay and grain
there unlikely. Besides, what had attracted the Japanese originally – their interest
in finding the best feed for thoroughbred race horses – was the farthest thing from
the minds of the Chinese.
What the Chinese were doing was slowly developing a domestic dairy products
market. Dairy items had never played an important part in the Chinese diet.16
However, as the country opened more to international trade, there was a growing
interest in incorporating some western food items into the Chinese diet.
The need for more dairy products could not be met by the powdered milk
products the nation was importing, so an effort was made to begin a small but
growing domestic dairy farm network in China. Eventually, through maintaining
connections, Ron Anderson travelled frequently to China, and demonstrated the
quality of alfalfa hay and straw products for the dairy cow diet. Over time, demand
for his product and expertise grew and a flourishing export trade business developed
in China. Anderson Hay maintains a full-time representative in the country to
coordinate sales and deal with import regulations.
The success in China has more recently been replicated in Vietnam for many
of the same reasons. Contacts have subsequently been expanded throughout much
of Southeast Asia. The horse racing trade once again surfaced as an important
contact point in recent years, as an export opportunity with race horse owners in
the Middle East has been nurtured.

Pride in Accomplishment

Bill Wilson
Hay Buyer, Retired
16. To this day, Chinese avoid cheese of
most any kind. Typical Chinese are aghast at
the smell of aged European-style cheeses and in
many places eating an aromatic cheese is considered socially unacceptable. Early travelers to
China following the country’s re-opening to
the west in the 1980s have written many reports of clearing entire train cars by simply unwrapping and cutting a slice of cheddar cheese.

Mark Anderson is still young enough to see being part of the company
operations for several more decades. With his name over the door, he has assumed
great responsibility and takes nothing for granted. Yet, he is proud of all that the
company/family name means and the many accomplishments over the past 50
years.
“My passion is about the people and our relationships with them as well as
growing people. That’s a difference we can make in communities,” Mark explains.
Mark Anderson and his father before him have always done their utmost to
make working at Anderson Hay a “family experience.” Reliance upon their trusted
staff members has been a hallmark of the trust they have placed in the people they
have hired. The end result has been a high sense of pride for those lucky enough
to work at Anderson Hay.
William “Bill” Wilson recently completed a 31-year career with Anderson Hay.
He started when Ron Anderson was running the company and stayed through the
transition to Mark’s leadership.
“Ron was the backbone of the whole thing,” Wilson says. “To this day, when
I meet farmers in the valley, even hay growers that don’t even sell hay to us, they
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always say, ‘If it weren’t for Ron Anderson, I wouldn’t even be in business.’ They
all recognize that.”
Wilson also praises Ron Anderson’s altruism in sharing his knowledge once
he managed to open the doors to yet another country.
“When Ron managed to start exporting hay into Japan, Korea and Taiwan, I
said to him, ‘You know, anyone else would have just set this up for themselves.’
But Ron said, ‘No, I can’t do that. It’s here for everyone.’ If it weren’t for Ron, I
don’t think the other companies would even be here because they wouldn’t be
shipping overseas. Ron opened the export market for everyone.”
“Then several years ago his son, Mark, took over the company,” Wilson
continues. “Well, he took some chances and hit on almost all of them. He did very
well. He’s a very good people person. He really looks out for the people working
here. I noticed that right away. The morale is very high. Employees have profitsharing, dental and medical insurance and increased vacation time. He does look
out for his people.”
Bonnie Carr, Account Manager for domestic sales accounts, has been a part
of the company since 1978. She started as a receptionist, but soon became involved
in working with truck shipping and sales. She has been involved in the company’s
growth and finds the work interesting.

Sarah Nunley, Amy Shiner and Scott
Mannen with goods collected from
employees to send overseas to the
troops at Christmastime.

Bonnie Carr
Domestic Sales
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Controller Wendy Kernan working on
accounting functions.

Mike Anthony
Hay Buyer

“It was exciting to know that we were feeding Kentucky Derby winners,” Carr
says. “People would call in from Santa Anita in California or Elmont, New York
and they’d say, ‘You know, you fed that horse. Your timothy fed that horse.’ That
was always fun.”
On the serious side, Bonnie Carr admires the
way Mark leads the company, especially through the
difficult times.
“I never worry even though it seems like there’s
always a disaster going on somewhere,” Carr says half
tongue-in-cheek. “That’s because I always know that
Mark has a plan for fixing whatever is wrong in his
mind. While all of the rest of us are concerned that
our world is falling apart, Mark’s charging ahead,
figuring out how to fix it.”
Mike Anthony is a hay buyer who came to work
at Anderson Hay in 1989. Mike says the reason he
has worked non-stop for the company for over 20
years is because of the relationship he has developed
with Ron and Mark.
“What keeps me is the relationship I’ve had with
Ron and Mark over the years,” Anthony says. “They are open and honest people.
Mark has treated me like family, and I’ve looked at him as being family. We have
had a lot of growing experience together.”
Anthony says that considering the growth the company has experience over
the past two decades, there were plenty of opportunities for misunderstandings or
friction. Yet that has not happened.
“Mark’s been a good guy to work for.”
Ralph Woodiwiss is an alfalfa buyer for
Anderson Hay. He has been part of the company
team since 1984 and has done many jobs during
those years. He has loaded hay and fumigated it.
He dispatched trucks and ran the plant for a
while. He was injured once in the plant but
returned to work as soon as his injuries healed.
Woodiwiss simply loves buying hay, dealing
with the growers and working for Anderson. It
has never occurred to him to look for
employment elsewhere.
“I just really enjoy what I do. When I got
into doing other jobs besides the driving and
loading, I really enjoyed it. When I got hurt, I
Ralph Woodiwiss
got taken care of really well. When I came back,
Hay Buyer
I got treated exceptionally well, and they did a
lot for me. It’s just I’ve had the fortunate chance to work for really good people
and become close with them.”
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A n d e rso n
H a y & G ra in Co ., In c.
A ch ie ve m e n ts
Andres Mejia,
operations
employee
working on a
stack of hay.

1998
Fifth Annual Globe
Award
This award recognizes
companies for their leadership
role in building international
trade and strengthening the
area’s economy in Eastern and
Western Washington.
1998
Governor’s International
Business Achievement
Award: Oregon Exporter
of the Year

Robin Anderson may be accused of having a prejudiced opinion of her son’s
leadership qualities. However she does have specific reasons to be proud and does
not hesitate to share them.
“When Ron took Mark on their first business trip to Japan, that was the carrot
that actually did the trick for Mark,” Robin Anderson says. “He (Mark) decided
he really liked international business, and he’s done it all on his own without a
college education. He reads extensively, he’s great with numbers, he’s absolutely
got it. He just went about it in a different way as far as getting to where he is, but
Mark couldn’t have learned any more if he’d spent six years in college.”
Sales Manager Brian Thompson has been part of the Anderson Hay operation
for only ten years. In a firm that prides itself on longevity and employee relations,
Thompson is still a relative newcomer. Yet he is an important part of the overall
administration. He has seen first-hand Mark Anderson’s commitment to finding
and nurturing good people.
“I won’t say that we haven’t made a few mistakes along the way, but obviously,
I think it has been our commitment to the people that are here to become better
at what they do that makes us so successful,” Thompson says. “We have some
people who have been here a very long time and who found their roles have

Recognizes organizations
that have demonstrated
outstanding leadership and
achievement in the Oregon
export industry.
2010
Governor’s Trader of the
Year Award
Recognizes a
Washington State business
that has demonstrated success
and industry leadership
through its innovation in
products or services, its
contributions to the local
economy, and its service
to the community.
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Above: Eric Setniker, Oregon Division
Operations Manager standing outside
of the Oregon office.
Right: Scott Collins, Squeeze Operator
loading hay onto a truck.

Brian Thompson
Sales Manager

changed drastically. They may have started as a hay loader, and now they’re a
manager of a major part of our business. Because of that, our people have grown.
And new people that we have hired are also committed to growth.”
Thompson ties every external success to the importance of building
relationships.
“We are the export market leader, and I think what got us there is that we
have always been easy to do business with,” Thompson says. “Even though we ship
quite a substantial volume of product, customers can still call and talk to a real
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person. We have a very personal relationship with customers. Some of our
customers are end users, but we have a lot of distributors.
“We have also tended to diversify the markets. At one time, we were very
Japan-focused, then we were Korea-focused. Now we sell hay to buyers in the
Middle East, to the United Arab Emirates, China, Vietnam, parts of England, and
still across the U.S. We’re much more diverse than we used to be.”
When Brian Thompson is asked what signifies the strengths of this familyowned company celebrating 50 years of business, he responds, “The company’s
had plenty of challenges in the last 50 years as the world and the markets have
changed. I think we’re really positioned very well. There has been a real
commitment to technology, people, equipment and establishing a base of supply
to go forth to sell. I think we’re just really on the edge of what we can accomplish.
I guess that’s what’s exciting for the people here that come to work every day.”

Employees enjoying an appreciation
BBQ at the Washington plant.
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Sales employees meeting over schedules
and customer orders.

The Anderson Hay story is a tiny slice of the American Dream where people
are treated fairly – like family. It is a place where everyone on the team treats their
customers like family. They offer outstanding products at fair prices. They are men
and women of their word. Theirs is an environment where everyone wins.
There are those who say this no longer can happen in our corporate-greed
based modern American economy. There are others who say that such an endeavor
can only fail in the amoral circus of the global marketplace.
And all the naysayers have been proved wrong. Anderson Hay has achieved
50 years at the top of its game. Good guys can – and do – win.
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M a rk A n d e rso n ’s A ffilia tio n s
•

Member of the USDA Agricultural Technical
Advisory Commitee for Trade

•

Board Member, Kittitas County Timothy Hay
Growers Association

•

Regional board member of the organization
Young Life

•

Past Member of the Port of Seattle Advisory
Board

•

Past President and Board Member of the
National Hay Association

•

Prior Vice President of the National Race Track
Merchants Association (through Mark’s efforts it
is now a committee of the National Hay
Association)

Anderson Hay’s first family closely
treasures the family atmosphere they
have extended to the 250 men and
women who are part of the Anderson
Hay corporate family.
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A n d e rso n H a y Co m m u n ity In vo lve m e n t
The heart of our organization is giving back to the community and in
particular, the children. As one of the largest private employers in the
Kittitas County, the company feels a duty and strong commitment to the
community. Anderson Hay contributes substantially to numerous charities,
agriculture and ranching related events throughout the region. Anderson
Hay is involved in several organizations, both through volunteering
service and financial investment. As an agricultural industry, it is
especially important to help the community 4-H and FFA groups. Every
year the company participates in the steer sale at the Kittitas County Fair
and Rodeo. The proceeds support children who have learned the process
of caring for an animal and what it takes to go through the process of
presenting and selling them. They use the money for college funds and
other farming related activities, which in turn helps the community.
Anderson Hay is devoted to supporting local farmers and children, and
does so consistently every year.
Another important corporate involvement is with YoungLife, a nondenominational Christian ministry that reaches out to adolescents through
volunteers, staff, club meetings, and camps. YoungLife builds meaningful
relationships with teens in Kittitas County and around the world.
Anderson Hay is increasingly involved with and passionate about this
ministry. They support YoungLife in several different ways: President and
CEO Mark Anderson is on the regional board of directors, the company
contributes financially at a significant level, and individual employees
volunteer their time with the organization. Carrie Anderson has launched
YoungLives, a division of YoungLife, and recruited mentors and other
volunteers in the Ellensburg community to support, educate, and
encourage teen parents.
Ellensburg Senior Babe Ruth Baseball Club has a sole sponsor,
Anderson Hay, and is the only Senior Babe Ruth Baseball Program in
Kittitas County. This program proudly started its 18th season in 2010 and
was developed so young men 15-18 years of age would have the
opportunity to play summer baseball without leaving the community to
do so. This program has grown to two teams, a team bus, and over 30
players with a 50-plus game season. In 18 years two coaching changes
resulting in a very stable program. This team has provided a link between
all levels of baseball in the community from Little League, Middle School,
High School and Central Washington University.
Anderson Hay is a high-profile philanthropic presence in the region.
In 2009, the company provided financial support to the following
regional charitable endeavors.
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A th le tic Te a m s/ Sp o rts
Bares & Broncs Futurity II
Brady Minor, PRCA Team Roper
Central Washington University – Society of Human
Resource Management
Central Washington University – Football Program
Central Washington University – Rodeo Club
Ellensburg Blue Rocks Youth Baseball Team
Ellensburg Rodeo Club*
Ellensburg High School – Future Business Leaders
of America*
Ellensburg Senior Babe Ruth Baseball Club
Glory Riders of Washington and Oregon*
Hurricane Fastpitch Team
Kittitas County Commissioners Office,
Sanda City Japan Athlete Sponsorship
Kittitas Valley Junior Soccer Association
Miss Rodeo Washington*
Miss Rodeo USA*
Moses Lake Roundup Rodeo
Pacific North West Golf Federation
Rodeo City Equine*
Riley Minor, PRCA Team Roper
St. Paul, Oregon Rodeo
Thorp Volleyball Parent Booster Club
Yakima Valley Soccer Association
Washington High School Rodeo*
West Star Ranch
Co m m u n ity Eve n ts
Central Washington State Fair*
Cruisin’ for Hospice (Hospice Friends)
Ellensburg Rodeo
Jazz in the Valley
Ron Allemand Memorial Fund
Ross Coleman Invitational, Inc.
Tom Mosich Golf Classic
Co m m u n ity P ro g ra m s
Care Net Pregnancy Center
Clymer Rendezvous*
Friends of the Pool, Odessa*
Generations of Ellensburg*
Kittitas Valley Community Hospital Foundation*
Kiwanis Moses Lake
Western Art Association

In d u stry A ffilia tio n s
Ag Forestry Leadership
Idaho Hay & Forage Association
Kittitas County Timothy Hay Growers & Suppliers
National Hay Association
Oregon Ag Fest
Japan America Society*
The Jennifer Dunn Leadership Institute
Washington State Hay Growers Association
Western Association State Department of
Agriculture of Oregon
Willamette Valley Ag
N a tio n a l Fo u n d a tio n s
Alzheimer's Association
American Cancer Society
Cascade Land Conservancy
Crisis Chaplaincy Services
Luis Palau Association
March of Dimes
Red Cross
United Way
World Vision*
Sch o o ls
ACH Auction (Booster Club)*
Central Washington University Foundation
Ellensburg Christian School
New Life Christian School
Yo u th O rg a n iza tio n s
Boys & Girls Club
Camp Kory
Children's Activity Museum
Children's Hospital, Seattle WA
Court Appointed Special Advocate for Abused &
Neglected Children of Kittitas County
Kittitas Co. 4-H & Future Farmers of America
Junior Livestock Sale
Spirit Therapeutic Riding Center
YoungLife
YoungLives

*denotes in-kind donation
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Dependable Opportunities for Agriculture Worldwide is the 88th book
written by popular author and historian Robert R. Morris. One of the most
prolific special-interest history writers, Morris specializes in researching and
writing organizational and institutional histories. He travels the country
writing the story of the American Dream in little bits and pieces. Some of
the photos in this book are his original photography.
A former teacher, Morris has concentrated on history writing for more
than 20 years. Morris and his wife live in northeastern Illinois, where the
author also spends considerable time working with non-profit charitable
organizations in the Chicago area.
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